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Thanks very much for choosing Gotsch Inspections to perform your home inspection. The inspection itself and the attached report
comply with the requirements of the Standards of Practice of InterNACHI https://www.nachi.org/sop.htm and The State of
Maryland Standards of Practice https://www.dllr.state.md.us/license/reahi/reahicode.shtml. These documents
de!nes the scope of a home inspection.
Clients sometimes assume that a home inspection will include many things that are beyond the scope. We encourage you to read
the Standards of Practice so that you clearly understand what things are included in the home inspection and report.

The report has been prepared for the exclusive use of our client. No use by third parties is intended. We will not be responsible to
any parties for the contents of the report, other than the party named herein.

The report is e"ectively a snapshot of the house, recording the conditions on a given date and time. Home inspectors cannot
predict future behavior, and as such, we cannot be responsible for things that occur after the inspection. If conditions change, we
are available to revisit the property and update our report.

The inspection was essentially visual, not technically exhaustive, and did not imply that every defect would be discovered. The
project was based upon conditions that existed at the time of the inspection. This inspection excluded and did not intend to cover
all components, items, and conditions by nature of their location were concealed or otherwise di#cult to inspect. There was no
dismantling, destructive analysis, or technical testing of any component. Excluded were all cosmetic conditions, such as carpeting,
vinyl $oors, wallpapering, and painting. The inspection covered only the listed items and was evaluated for function and safety, not
code compliance. This was not intended to re$ect the value of the premises and did not make any representation as to the
advisability or inadvisability of purchase. Hypothetical repair costs may have been discussed but must be con!rmed by quali!ed
contractor estimates.

THE INSPECTION DID NOT INCLUDE ANALYSIS OR TESTING OF ANY ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH HAZARDS. No tests were conducted
to determine the presence of airborne particles such as asbestos, noxious gases such as radon, formaldehyde, toxic, carcinogenic,
or malodorous substances or other conditions of air quality that may have been present; nor conditions which may cause the
above. No representations were made as to the existence or possible condition of the lead paint, abandoned wells, private sewage
systems, or underground fuel storage tanks. There were no representations as to any above or below ground pollutants,
contaminants, or hazardous wastes. The quality of drinking water was excluded from this inspection.

THE INSPECTION DID NOT INCLUDE ANALYSIS OR TESTING FOR CONCEALED WOOD DECAY, MOLD, MILDEW OR FUNGI GROWTH
(UNLESS OTHERWISE PURCHASED SEPARATE FROM HOME INSPECTION).

THE INSPECTION DID NOT INCLUDE ANALYSIS OR TESTING FOR INSECTS AND VERMIN.

THE INSPECTION AND REPORT ARE NOT A GUARANTEE OR WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, OF THIS BUILDING OR ANY OF ITS
COMPONENTS. The inspection and report are furnished on ‘opinion only’ basis. This company assumes no liability and shall not be
liable for any mistakes, omissions, or errors in judgment beyond the cost of this report. We assume no responsibility for the cost
of repairing or replacing any unreported defects or conditions. This report is for the sole use of our client and no third party
liability is assumed.

The report itself is copyrighted and may not be used in whole or in part without our express written permission.

Again, thanks very much for choosing Gotsch Inspections to perform your home inspection.

 1 - Inspection Details

Information
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Limitations

General: In Attendance
Client, Client's Agent

' EDIT

General: Occupancy
Furnished, Occupied

' EDIT

General: Type of Building
Single Family

' EDIT

General: Style
Colonial

' EDIT

General: Temperature (approximate)
42 Fahrenheit (F)

' EDIT

General: Weather Conditions
Cloudy

' EDIT

General: Older Home
The home was older and had notable interior cosmetic and aesthetic issues which would make the report prohibitively long and di!cult to
understand. It's assumed the buyer knows there are many cosmetic issues that will have to be addressed.

In homes of this nature, the inspector will not call out most of these types of issues and will concentrate on the larger functional defects known
as the 'Big 6': Roof coverings, structure (roof & home), foundation (to include the pier and beam if present); electrical, plumbing, HVAC systems
and related items.

' EDIT

Inspection Categories: Inspection Categories
Explanation of Ratings (How to Read Report)

MAINTENANCE/MINOR

Maintenance items, DIY items, or recommended upgrades will fall into this category. These concerns will ultimately lead to Prioritized Observations or
High Importance if left neglected for extended periods of time. These items are generally more straightforward to remedy and normally inexpensive.

PRIORITIZED OBSERVATIONS

A functional component that is not operating as intended or defective. Items that inevitably lead to, or directly cause (if not addressed in a timely manner)
adverse impact on the value of the home, or unreasonable risk (unsafe) to people or property. These concerns typically require further evaluation or may
be more complicated to remedy.

HIGH IMPORTANCE

A speci!c issue with a system or component that may have a signi!cant, adverse impact on the condition of the property, or that poses an immediate risk
to people or property. These items are often imminent and/or may be very di#cult or expensive to remedy.

' EDIT

 2 - Roof

Information
Limitations

Inspection Method
Ground
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' EDIT

Roof Type/Style
Gable

' EDIT

Coverings: Material & Type
Slate

' EDIT

Coverings: Number of Layers
1 layer

' EDIT

Roof Drainage Systems: Gutter Material
Aluminum

' EDIT

Roof Drainage Systems: Downspout Material
Aluminum

' EDIT

Vent Stacks: Number of Vent Stacks
Unknown

' EDIT

Roof & Coverings Inspection
The roof inspection includes what is required by the Maryland and InterNACHI SOP's. We inspect the roof covering, drainage systems, $ashings, skylights,
chimneys, and roof penetrations.

This is not an exhaustive inspection of every installation detail of the roof system according to the manufacturer's speci!cations or construction codes. It is
virtually impossible to detect a leak except as it is occurring or by speci!c water tests, which are beyond the scope of our inspection. Service life or age of
the roof is only an estimation as knowing the exact age is di#cult due to many factors. Roof is considered in serviceable condition unless otherwise noted
in the report.

' EDIT

Coverings: Estimated Age
Unknown
The age of the roof is a rough estimation. There are many factors that determine the condition of the roof which can make it di#cult to know the true age.
Generally 3-tab shingle lifespan from 20-25 years; Architectural lifespan from 25-30 years; Luxury lifespan 30+ years.

The estimated age in each section (early, mid, late - including mid) is a spread of 6-7 years in each category and these ages are based on the maximum
lifespan for the type of asphalt shingle installed. For example, a mid lifespan for 3-tab shingle is approximately 9-16 years old. A mid-late lifespan for an
Architectural shingle is 16-23 years old. The roof is considered in operational and functional condition unless otherwise noted in this report.

' EDIT

Flashings: Building Flashing
Flashing refers to thin pieces of impervious material installed to prevent the passage of water into a structure from a joint or as part of a weather-resistant
barrier (WRB) system. In modern buildings, $ashing is intended to decrease water penetration at objects such as chimneys, vent pipes, walls, windows and
door openings to make buildings more durable and to reduce indoor mold problems. Flashing is most important and visually available on the roof level.
Images provided in the report of $ashings are just samplings of what the inspector looks at; not all $ashing points are shown. Any discrepancies will be
noted in the observations.

' EDIT

2.1.1 - Coverings
%
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Shingles Missing
Shingles have blown o" and either exposed the underlayment or bottom shingle; this is a leak hazard.

Recommend: installation of shingles.

 Roo!ng Professional

' EDIT

2.2.1 - Roof Drainage Systems
(
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Multiple Issues - Roof Drainage System
Right Exterior Wall
Gutters around the house have multiple issues all of which reduce and minimize the functionality to move water away from the
foundation, defects include:

damaged or missing gutters
minor to moderate debris
missing downspouts
drainage at slab, crawlspace or basement
gutter or downspout leaking

Recommend: roof drainage system is cleaned, repaired and/or improved.

 Gutter Contractor

' EDIT
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 3 - Exterior

Information
Limitations

Inspection Method
Visual

' EDIT

Siding, Flashing & Trim: Siding Material
Wood

' EDIT

Decks, Balconies, Porches & Steps: Appurtenance
Sidewalk

' EDIT

Eaves, So!ts & Fascia: Wood/Composite So!t
*Recommend* Wood and/or composite so#t is more prone to moisture damage and should have consistent stain and/or paint applied for protection.

' EDIT

Walkways, Patios & Driveways: Cracks in Concrete/Asphalt
Cracks in concrete and/or asphalt are a very common occurrence and are seen in just about all installed concrete and/or asphalt surfaces. Inspector will
only make elaborating comments about cracks if more nefarious items are noted like heaving, trip hazards, heavy settling, poor drainage and so on. Cracks
should be sealed to stop seepage under the surface.

' EDIT

Vegetation, Grading, Drainage (With respect to their e"ect on the condition of the building): Vegetation on Siding
Vegetation was noted growing onto or against siding. Vegetation can quickly degrade siding by not allowing proper drying and degradation of protective
paint/stain. Recommend removal and monitoring.

' EDIT

3.1.1 - Siding, Flashing & Trim
%
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Trim Damaged
Rear Bedroom Dormer
Trim or wood siding shows signs of damage which will continue to degrade leading to moisture issues.

Recommend: correction by replacing fouled wood and/or applying a protectant stain/paint.

 Handyman

' EDIT

3.2.1 - Eaves, So#ts & Fascia
%
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So#t Damaged - Wood
Rear
Wood so#t had damaged or degradation; not all areas may be shown.

Recommend: correction by repairing/replacing damaged areas and/or re!nishing (if possible). Keeping a stain/paint over the materials
will extend the life.

 Handyman

' EDIT

3.3.1 - Exterior Doors
)
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Paint/Re!nish Needed - Jam/Trim
Throughout
Exterior door jam and/or trim is worn making the wood more susceptible to moisture damage which usually starts to rot at the
bottom near seal in not addressed.

Recommend: jam and/or trim is re!nished and protected with an exterior paint or stain.

 Handyman/DIY

' EDIT

 4 - Foundation & Structure, Basement & Crawlspace

Information
Limitations

Inspection Method
Attic Access, Crawlspace Access, Visual

' EDIT

Foundation: Material
Stone

' EDIT
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Crawlspaces: Crawlspace Access
Door Foundation

' EDIT

Floor Structure: Material
Wood Joists

' EDIT

Floor Structure: Sub-#oor
Plank

' EDIT

Floor Structure: Basement/Crawlspace Floor
Concrete, Wood

' EDIT

Wall Structure: Material
Wood

' EDIT

Ceiling Structure: Material
Wood

' EDIT

Attic Structure & Sheathing: Access Type
Ceiling hatch

' EDIT

Attic Structure & Sheathing: Sheathing Material
Wood Slats

' EDIT

Attic Structure & Sheathing: Structure Type
Rafters

' EDIT

Basement: Below Grade Foundation
*Limitation* Areas below grade were inspected for signs of past or present water intrusion by examining visible portions of the foundation walls, $oors,
and/or soil looking for moisture stains and/or other signs of current or prior water intrusion. No indications of water/moisture intrusion was present at
visible areas below grade unless otherwise noted in this report. I can only report on the conditions as they existed at the time of inspection, and can not
guarantee that water will not in!ltrate this area at a future time due to a heavy rain or changes in conditions. I have inspected homes where no water or
indications of water intrusion was present at the time of inspection, but days later water in!ltration occurred due to a rainfall event. For this reason, I highly
recommend consulting with the sellers as to prior moisture in!ltration into areas below grade.

' EDIT

Basement: Basement
Basement was inspected and any !ndings will be be reported under their respective sections.

' EDIT

Crawlspaces: Crawlspace Inspection
Inspection From Access Point
Inspection typically includes evaluation of crawlspace $oor; framed $oor structure; foundation walls; plumbing (water, sewer, gas and any sump pumps);
electrical; and HVAC (ducts and any equipment); insulation, vapor barrier.

' EDIT

Crawlspaces: Crawlspace Photos
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' EDIT

Attic Structure & Sheathing: Attic Inspection
Inspection from hatch
Inspection typically includes evaluation of attic spaces; condition of the access opening (including location), structure type, sheathing type and conditions,
insulation type, ducts, visible electrical components, exhaust terminations, plumbing components, and ventilation if applicable.

' EDIT

Attic Structure & Sheathing: Attic Photos
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' EDIT

4.3.1 - Crawlspaces
(
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E%orescence
Basement
E%orescence noted on the foundation wall. This is a white, powdery deposit that develops over time due to constant moisture,
though standing water was not noted in the area. All e"orts should be taken to ensure moisture on opposing side is minimized
like grading and water movement away from the home through gutters and downspouts that route water away.

 Waterproo!ng Contractor

' EDIT

4.4.1 - Floor Structure
(
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Suspected Microbial Growth
Basement
Suspected mold growth was noted in many areas; not all areas may be shown.

Recommend: Humidity needs to lowered, all a"ected areas need to remediated.

 Mold Remediation Contractor

' EDIT

 5 - Insulation, Ventilation & Exhaust

Information
Limitations

Dryer Power Source
220 Electric

' EDIT

Dryer Vent
Metal (Flex), Metal
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' EDIT

Exhaust Systems: Exhaust Fan/Flue
Bathroom Fan, Dryer Vent, Gas Appliance Flue, Kitchen Vent, Fireplace

' EDIT

Exhaust Systems: Dryer Exhaust
To Wall

' EDIT

Insulation: Attic Insulation Type
Batt

' EDIT

Ventilation: Passive Ventilation
Passive, Gable Vents

' EDIT

Ventilation: Active Ventilation
None

' EDIT

 6 - Heating & Cooling

Information
Limitations

General: HVAC Split System - A/C & Gas Boiler

' EDIT

Air Conditioning Equipment: Condenser Unit Brand
Carrier

' EDIT

Air Conditioning Equipment: Evaporator Coil Brand
Carrier

' EDIT

Air Conditioning Equipment: Energy Source/Type
Electric, Central Air Conditioner

' EDIT

Drain & Exhaust: Discharge Method
Condensation Pump

' EDIT

Distribution System: Con$guration
Ductwork

' EDIT

Heating & Cooling Source: Heating/Cooling Source
Radiators, Ceiling Register

' EDIT

Fireplace: Fuel Type
Wood
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' EDIT

Heating Equipment : Heating type
Boiler

' EDIT

Heating Equipment : Heating Brand
Columbia

' EDIT

Air Conditioning Equipment: Estimated Condenser Age
7 years
Built in 2014. The age of the condenser does not guarantee how well the unit will function or for how long. Location of the condensing unit, maintenance,
and conditions of the area also have an impact on the future function.

' EDIT

Air Conditioning Equipment: Estimated Evaporator Coil Age
7 years
Built in 2012. The age of the condenser does not guarantee how well the unit will function or for how long. Location of the condensing unit, maintenance,
and conditions of the area also have an impact on the future function.

' EDIT

Drain & Exhaust: Evaporator Coil Moisture
Every evaporator coil unit (located near or in the air handler unit) creates condensation (water) which must be moved to the exterior of the unit. Normally
this water must be moved to an exterior location away from inside of home, basement, or crawlspace as moisture will build up. Most discharge methods
are either passively through a gravity fed condensation line or actively through a powered condensation line pump. Method of discharge is normally based
on the installed location of the evaporator coil.

' EDIT

Drain & Exhaust: Attic Mounted Air Handler
Air handler and evaporator coil were mounted in the attic which requires an under-mounted drip pan and either a separately plumbed drip pan drain line
(separate from the main condensation line), a safety cuto" switch, or both. The drip pan, separately plumbed drip pan drain line and safety cuto", is to
ensure if the main evaporator coil condensation line is fouled and backs up it will not drain into the attic and damage the internal structure and ceiling.

' EDIT

Normal Operating Controls: Thermostat Brand
Unknown
A thermostat exerts control by switching heating or cooling devices on or o" and maintaining the correct temperature. As the main control unit for the
heating and cooling system, the inspector will use the thermostat to test the system.

' EDIT

Distribution System: Return
Returns move air from in the home back through the HVAC system. Returns normally need a !lter to help stop dust, dander, and larger particles from
blocking the evaporator coil. Filters should be changed 1-3 months depending on the type of !lter installed.

' EDIT

Fireplace: Wood-burning Fireplace Visually Inspected
Inspection of wood-burning !replaces typically includes visual examination of the following: adequate hearth; !rebox condition; operable damper; visible
$ue condition; spark barrier; exterior condition. Any basic de!ciencies will be noted.

*Full inspection of wood-burning !replaces lies beyond the scope of the General Home Inspection. For a full inspection to more accurately determine the
condition of the !replace and to ensure that safe conditions exist, the Inspector recommends that you have the !replace inspected by an inspector certi!ed
by the Chimney Safety Institute of America (CSIA).

Find a CSIA-certi!ed inspector near you at http://www.csia.org/search

' EDIT

6.1.1 - General
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(

Asbestos on pipes
Asbestos pipe wrap was observed. Do not touch!

 Quali!ed Professional

' EDIT

6.9.1 - Heating Equipment
(
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Leaking relief value
Basement Laundry Area
The relief valve for the boiler system was leaking.  This will increase the water usage on the home.

 Quali!ed Professional

' EDIT

 7 - Electrical

Information
Limitations

Service Panel: Panel Type
Circuit Breaker

' EDIT

Service Panel: Panel Amperage
200 AMP

' EDIT

Branch Wiring Circuits, Breakers & Fuses: Branch Wire 15/20 AMP
Copper

' EDIT

Branch Wiring Circuits, Breakers & Fuses: Wiring Method
Non-metallic Sheathed Cable
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' EDIT

Service Entrance Conductors: Electrical Service Conductors
Overhead, 200 Amp Service, Aluminum, 120-240 Voltage, System Ground via Ground Rod, System Ground via Cold Water Line
The conductors from the service point to the service disconnecting means (service equipment). Service conductors would include service-entrance
conductors for both overhead (service drop) and underground (service lateral).

The service amperage is determined by inspecting the service entrance conductors size as well as the service disconnects size. Voltages are not tested for
and therefore not con!rmed, so 120/240VAC is presumed based on the ratings at the meter. If a concern, a licensed electrician could test for proper
voltages to see if 120/208VAC is present. In some situations the sizing of the service entrance conductors will not be legible or marked and the stated
amperage will be followed by "presumed" as it could not be veri!ed.

' EDIT

Service Panel: Service Panel
The main service panel (breaker panel) is to control the electricity that reaches di"erent rooms and areas in your home. It protects the circuits and keeps
track of the panels amperage capacity. The service panel is also known as a service disconnect panel as is can be used to cut power to your house including
all the circuit breakers.

The panel prevents your circuits from getting overheated due to defective appliances or wiring issues. A breaker is connected by 3 wires (or 2 if an older
ungrounded wire system) to several connection boxes or outlets along each circuit. Electric current is passed through the live/hot wire. The grounding
(ground) and grounded (neutral) serve as the safety features and are connected to the breaker terminal that is further connected to the panels grounding
system.

' EDIT

Service Panel: Surge Arrestor
*Note* A surge arrester is a device to protect electrical equipment from over-voltage transients caused by external (lightning) or internal (switching) events.

' EDIT

Receptacles (All Accessible): GFCI Tested
Installed GFCI receptacles and/or breakers were tested and functional unless otherwise noted in this report.

' EDIT

Switches & Lighting (All Accessible): Switches Operate Receptacles
Switches installed in noted locations operate receptacles. These type of switch/receptacle combinations usually are used for lamp applications.

' EDIT

Smoke Detectors: Smoke Detectors
Smoke detectors are visually identi!ed and tested if installed. Recommend changing the batteries when you take possession of the property and
every 6 months afterward. You will want to test them monthly. Detectors older than 10 years should be replaced. Any issues will be noted in the report.

' EDIT

Smoke Detectors: Carbon Monoxide (CO) Detectors
Carbon Monoxide (CO) detectors are required if gas-burning appliances are installed in the home and are visually identi!ed and tested (if installed).
Recommend changing the batteries when you take possession of the property and every 6 months afterward. You will want to test them monthly.
Detectors older than 10 years should be replaced. Any issues will be noted in the report.

' EDIT

7.5.1 - Switches & Lighting (All Accessible)
(
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Switch Loose
2nd Floor Bathroom
*Safety* Switch was and/or box is loose and could be a shock hazard should plate completely separate.

Recommend: correction by repair or replace.

 Electrical Contractor

' EDIT

 8 - Plumbing

Information
Limitations

Water Supply, Distribution Systems: Water Source
Public

' EDIT

Water Supply, Distribution Systems: Water Distribution Material (Internal)
Galvanized, Copper

' EDIT

Water Supply, Distribution Systems: Water Supply Material (External)
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Galvanized

' EDIT

Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems: DWV Material
Cast Iron

' EDIT

Hot Water Systems: Manufacturer
Rheem

' EDIT

Hot Water Systems: Capacity
50 gallons

' EDIT

Hot Water Systems: Power Source/Type
Natural Gas

' EDIT

Fuel Storage, Distribution Systems, Combustion: Type of Gas Supply
Natural Gas

' EDIT

Water Supply, Distribution Systems: Main Shut O" Valve
Home
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' EDIT

Hot Water Systems: Water Heater Photos
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' EDIT

Fuel Storage, Distribution Systems, Combustion: Main Gas Shuto"
Gas Meter

' EDIT

Water Supply, Distribution Systems: Filters
None
Filter and !ltration systems are not tested during the inspection. Recommend quali!ed plumber further evaluate proper function if needed.

' EDIT

Fixtures & Faucets: Toilet Inspection
Each toilet was $ushed a minimum of !ve times to ensure proper operation which includes being able to discharge the full contents of the bowl. Unless
otherwise noted in the report the toilet functioned as intended.

' EDIT

Shower, Tubs & Sinks: Functional #ow/drainage
Tubs, showers, and sinks had acceptable operational $ow and functional drainage at the time of the inspection unless otherwise noted in the report.

' EDIT

Hot Water Systems: Estimated Water Heater Age
21 years
Built in 2009. The age of the water heater does not guarantee how the unit will function or for how long. Location of the water heater and condition at the
time of the inspection also have an impact on the future function of the water heater.

I recommend $ushing & servicing your water heater tank annually for optimal performance. Water temperature should be set to at least 120 degrees F to
kill microbes and no higher than 130 degrees F to prevent scalding.
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Here is a maintenance guide.

' EDIT

Hot Water Systems: Water Heater Tested
*Note* Water heater was tested during the inspection. Hot water was veri!ed at each supplied faucet or location, yet it was only visually shown in one or
two areas for con!rmation. Inspection only veri!es water heater is able to heat water above ambient temps and water temperature can vary depending on
settings. Water heater was operational and providing heated water unless otherwise noted in this report.

' EDIT

Fuel Storage, Distribution Systems, Combustion: Natural Gas - Meter
The building was fueled by natural gas supplied by a public utility through a meter on the side of the home. The gas company is responsible for all line up to
and including the meter. The homeowner is usually responsible for anything after the meter.

' EDIT

Fuel Storage, Distribution Systems, Combustion: Gas Connections
Boiler, Water Heater, Stove
Gas connections are all the points noted and not of actual installed gas appliances. Gas connection points not in use should have a proper cap after the
shuto".

' EDIT

Fuel Storage, Distribution Systems, Combustion: Combustion Gas Sources
Boiler, Stove, Wood Fireplace, Water Heater
Combustion gases (such as from spent natural/propane gas, or wood) release toxic compounds and can be present in the home air if not properly vented
to the exterior of the home. The presence of these gases in household air can lead to problems ranging from nuisance headaches to serious illness, carbon
monoxide (CO) poisoning and even death. The most problematic combustion gas is CO which is odorless and colorless, so homeowners may not be aware
of the gas.

For this reason, the inspector wears a special device during the inspection to detect the presence of CO when gas appliances are tested; Sensorcon is an
extremely sensitive CO detector. The CO levels in the home were measured during the inspection and found to be within acceptable levels unless otherwise
noted in this report.

' EDIT

Washer Connections / Drain Pipe: Washer Connections Inspected
Water input nozzles and drain pipe appeared functional at time of inspection. This does  not guarantee future use  as neither may have been tested.
Recommend using hoses with seals and properly looped drain line from washer.  Always monitor both items for both leaks and proper draining when
using a washer.  Any discrepancies will be listed in the report.

' EDIT

8.1.1 - Water Supply, Distribution Systems
(

Air in Water Line
Water was milky when used, but cleared up as it sat indicating there is air in the line; cause unknown. Air was noted from all
!xtures which is likely caused by air in the line pre-home (read: from meter to the house).

Recommend: plumbing system is evaluated to ensure no leaks are present which could allow air into the lines.

 Plumbing Contractor

' EDIT

8.1.2 - Water Supply, Distribution Systems
%
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Corrosion
Above the water main
Water distribution pipes showed signs of corrosion/buildup in noted areas; not actively leaking.

Recommend: to avoid problems in the future you may wish to have the corroded sections replaced by a quali!ed contractor.

 Plumbing Contractor

' EDIT

8.1.3 - Water Supply, Distribution Systems
%
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Distribution Line Leaking - Internal
Basement above main electrical panel
Distribution line/joint was noted as leaking which is causing staining and/or damage to materials.

Recommend: water line is repaired; damage below is repaired (if applicable).

 Plumbing Contractor

' EDIT

8.2.1 - Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems
(
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Flex Drain Line
Kitchen
Flex drain lines tend to trap more debris and clog quicker and is not an authorized installation method or material.

Recommend: smooth drain pipes are properly installed.

 Plumbing Contractor

' EDIT

8.2.2 - Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems
%
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Leaking Pipe - Interior
Basement Laundry Area under sink
[U] Waste/drain line in noted location(s) showed were leaking which will cause additional damage to materials below the leak.

Recommend: leak points are repaired.

 Plumbing Contractor

' EDIT

8.2.3 - Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems
)
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P-Trap Not Installed
Kitchen
No P-trap was noted at a location required for installation which could allow waste gases to escape into the home.

Recommend: installation of a proper P-trap.

 Plumbing Contractor

' EDIT

8.2.4 - Drain, Waste, & Vent Systems
)
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P-Trap Not Installed
1st Floor Bathroom
No P-trap was noted at a location required for installation which could allow waste gases to escape into the home.

Recommend: installation of a proper P-trap.

 Plumbing Contractor

' EDIT

8.3.1 - Fixtures & Faucets
)
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Hose Bibb Anti-Siphon Missing
Exterior
Outdoor hose bibb does not have an anti-siphon (vacuum breaker) which prevents unsanitary water from being pulled back
through a garden hose and contaminating your water system; this is known as a cross-connection. Recommend installation of a
anti-siphon equipped hose bibb.

' EDIT

8.5.1 - Hot Water Systems
(

Nearing End of Useful Service Life

' EDIT

 9 - Interior, Doors, Windows

Information
Limitations

Windows: Window Type
Double-hung, Casement

' EDIT

Steps, Stairways & Railings: Staircase/Stairwell/Steps
Present

' EDIT

Walls / Ceilings: Cracks in Walls / Ceilings
Minor cracks in the walls and ceilings are very common and are normally the result of long-term settling. Some settling is not uncommon especially in
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homes over 5 years old. Some cracks are minor separating of two points of drywall and can increase or decrease depending on the time of year and
humidity content. Generally, minor cracks are not a serious structural concern, though can be corrected for aesthetic purposes. More serious cracks or
large amounts of cracks will be called out in the report as they are indicative of elevated structural movement.

' EDIT

Floors Coverings: Wood Flooring
*Note* Wood $ooring was noted installed; scratches or general wearing are not noted as part of an inspection, yet damage will be called out if present.
Some areas which are covered and near windows/doors may have faded di"erently from the surrounding $ooring. Recommend noting this during the !nal
walkthrough.

' EDIT

Doors: Interior Doors Inspected
All accessible interior doors were inspected by operating them ensuring they opened and closed properly, as well as latched properly without binding on
jams or the $oor. Any discrepancies present at the time of inspection will be noted in this report.

' EDIT

Windows: Window Inspected
The windows were inspected by operating a representative number (I will try and operate every window in the home, but personal belongings may block
accessibility to some). Their operation was tested for proper operability, along with looking for damage, broken glass, and failed seals. No reportable
de!ciencies were present unless otherwise noted in this report.

' EDIT

Countertops & Cabinets: Countertops & Cabinets Inspected
The cabinets and countertops were inspected looking for signi!cant damage and by testing a representative number of doors and drawers evaluating their
operation. No reportable conditions were present at the time of inspection unless otherwise noted in this report.

' EDIT

Ceiling Fan: Ceiling Fans Tested
All ceiling fans were tested for normal operation and stability. Any discrepancies will be noted.

' EDIT

Steps, Stairways & Railings: Staircase/Stairwell/Steps Inspected
Inspection of staircases/stairwells typically includes a visual examination of the following: treads and risers; landings; angle of the staircase; handrails and
balusters; guardrails; lighting. Staircases and stairwells are considered in operational working order unless otherwise noted in the report.

' EDIT

9.2.1 - Floors Coverings
(

Wood $oor rot
Basement
The hardwood $ooring in the basement was rotting out due to the moisture intrusion.  The wood $oor should be removed out of
the basement.

 Quali!ed Professional

' EDIT

9.4.1 - Windows
)

Aging Windows
Throughout
One or more of the windows showed signs of aging and were deteriorated; not all windows may be shown in report; most are
painted shut and are not operating.

Recommend: further evaluation and correction or replacement.
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 Window Repair and Installation Contractor

' EDIT

9.4.2 - Windows
%
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Glass Cracked
Sunroom
[U] Glass window was chipped and/or cracked in noted area(s); likely from a hard object impact; pane damaged is outside pane.

Recommend: repair or replacement.

 Window Repair and Installation Contractor

' EDIT

9.4.3 - Windows
)
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Re!nish Exterior
Throughout
Wooded framed windows were noted as needing repainted or re!nished to protect the wood from moisture damage. 

 Quali!ed Professional

' EDIT

 10 - Appliances

Information

Dishwasher: Brand
Whirlpool

' EDIT

Refrigerator: Brand
GE

' EDIT

Range/Oven/Cooktop: Brand
LG
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' EDIT

Range/Oven/Cooktop: Energy Source
Natural Gas, Electric

' EDIT

Range/Oven/Cooktop: Exhaust Hood Type
Microwave vented

' EDIT

Built-in Microwave: Brand
GE

' EDIT

Dishwasher: Dishwasher Inspected
Dishwasher was visually inspected and run through a basic cycle to test for functionality. Unless otherwise noted in this report the dishwasher was found to
function as intended. Testing does not guarantee cleaning ability or full capabilities of the unit.

' EDIT

Refrigerator: Refrigerator Inspected
Refrigerator was inspected visually to ensure no major damage. Temperature check of the freezer and refrigerator was conducted to ensure temps are
within norms and able to properly freeze/cool (if able). If installed the water/ice dispenser is tested for proper operation (if water provided). Water line to
the fridge is checked for leaking and proper shuto" (if accessible). Any discrepancies and/or limitations will be listed in the report. Full cooling and
capabilites are not gauged nor guaranteed by the test. *if concerned about full functionality inquire with the seller who should disclose any known
issues.

' EDIT

Range/Oven/Cooktop: Range/Cooktop/Oven Inspected
The unit was tested by turning on all the burners (electric or gas) on the highest function; the oven was turned on to 350 degrees to test operability. Any
discrepancies will be noted in the report. Full cooking or capability are not gauged nor guaranteed by the test. *if concerned about full functionality
inquire with the seller who should disclose any known issues.

' EDIT

Washer & Dryer: Washer/Dryer Limited Inspection
Washer and dryer are not considered a permanent !xture and are not part of Maryland or InterNACHI SOP's; however, we go above and beyond and test
the appliances when possible. Washer was tested by running a basic cycle ensuring unit functioned and drained. Dryer was tested by ensuring dryer
functioned and produced heat.

Full cleaning or drying capability as well as each type of cycle are not gauged nor guaranteed by the test. *if concerned about full functionality inquire
with the seller who should disclose any known issues.

' EDIT

Built-in Microwave: Microwave Inspected
Microwave was inspected for proper installation and for basic operation. Full cooking or capability are not gauged nor guaranteed by the test. *if
concerned about full functionality inquire with the seller who should disclose any known issues.

' EDIT

Garbage Disposal: Garbage Disposal Inspected
The unit was visually inspected and tested (if possible) to determine if functional. Disposal was operational unless otherwise noted in the report. *Full
grinding or shredding ability was noted tested.

' EDIT

10.1.1 - Dishwasher
)
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Dishwasher Not Secured
Dishwasher was not fully secured to countertop and/or cabinets which could lead to problems due to movement.

Recommend: correction by installing or repairing mounting brackets to countertop or cabinet.

 Handyman/DIY

' EDIT

10.5.1 - Built-in Microwave
)
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Light Not Working
Microwave light not working.

Recommend: light replacement.

 DIY

' EDIT

 11 - Garage

Information

Vehicle Door: Type
Sectional

' EDIT

Vehicle Door: Material
Wood

' EDIT

Garage Door Opener: Number
One
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' EDIT

Garage Door Opener: Photo Sensor Satisfactory
The photo-electric sensor eye beam(s), which are designed to activate the automatic-reverse at the overhead garage door, were inspected by closing the
garage door and "breaking" the path of the eye beam(s) to ensure the door auto-reversed properly. The system was functional unless otherwise noted in
this report.

' EDIT

Garage Door Opener: Pressure Sensitive Reverse Satisfactory
*Note* Pressure sensitive reverse safety feature was tested successfully. This feature ensures animals or small children are not crushed under the weight
of the door.

' EDIT
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